The inverse relationship between gestational age at birth and postviral respiratory morbidity suggests that infants born preterm (PT) may miss a critical developmental window of T cell maturation. Despite a continued increase in younger PT survivors with respiratory complications, we have limited understanding of normal human fetal T cell maturation, how ex utero development in premature infants may interrupt normal T cell development, and whether T cell development has an effect on infant outcomes. In our longitudinal cohort of 157 infants born between 23 and 42 weeks of gestation, we identified differences in T cells present at birth that were dependent on gestational age and differences in postnatal T cell development that predicted respiratory outcome at 1 year of age. We show that naive CD4 + T cells shift from a CD31 -TNF-a + bias in mid gestation to a CD31 + IL-8 + predominance by term gestation. Former PT infants discharged with CD31 + IL8 + CD4 + T cells below a range similar to that of full-term born infants were at an over 3.5-fold higher risk for respiratory complications after NICU discharge. This study is the first to our knowledge to identify a pattern of normal functional T cell development in later gestation and to associate abnormal T cell development with health outcomes in infants.
Introduction
The immediate postnatal newborn immune system is required to shift abruptly from relative quiescent cell division in utero to active protection against opportunistic pathogens at birth. Successful performance of this singular transition requires that neonates, in the absence of an adapted memory response, sufficiently activate naive T cells to clear infection, while simultaneously maintaining tolerance to commensals. Due to the lack of prospective, longitudinal studies, there has yet to be consensus on what constitutes normal immune development during gestation and, more importantly, which characteristics are essential to sustaining newborn health. The majority of investigations into neonatal adaptive immunity rely on the Th1/Th2 paradigm and consistently show a newborn's defects in IFN-γ pathways (1, 2) . The Th1/Th2 model has proven useful in deciphering protective immune mechanisms in adults, but it has fallen short in its ability to completely summarize a newborn's response to infection and nonallergic inflammatory states (3, 4) . There is a growing body of evidence supporting the notion that a neonate's adaptive immune system, albeit naive, may have access to alternative mechanisms beyond the canonical Th1/Th2 predominance found in adults (5, 6) . These fundamental differences may provide insight into mechanisms governing how a neonate succeeds and fails in achieving the exquisite balance between infection control and immune regulation.
One natural model for understanding how developmentally determined T cell behavior affects neonatal outcomes in humans can be found in extremely low gestational age (GA) newborns (ELGANs; born <29 weeks of gestation). By comparing outcomes of ELGANs, whose postnatal adaptive immune system parallels The inverse relationship between gestational age at birth and postviral respiratory morbidity suggests that infants born preterm (PT) may miss a critical developmental window of T cell maturation. Despite a continued increase in younger PT survivors with respiratory complications, we have limited understanding of normal human fetal T cell maturation, how ex utero development in premature infants may interrupt normal T cell development, and whether T cell development has an effect on infant outcomes. In our longitudinal cohort of 157 infants born between 23 and 42 weeks of gestation, we identified differences in T cells present at birth that were dependent on gestational age and differences in postnatal T cell development that predicted respiratory outcome at 1 year of age. We show that naive CD4 + T cells shift from a CD31 -TNF-α + bias in mid gestation to a CD31 + IL-8 + predominance by term gestation. Former PT infants discharged with CD31 + IL8 + CD4 + T cells below a range similar to that of full-term born infants were at an over 3.5-fold higher risk for respiratory complications after NICU discharge. This study is the first to our knowledge to identify a pattern of normal functional T cell development in later gestation and to associate abnormal T cell development with health outcomes in infants.
normal fetal T cell development, to those with postnatal T cell "developmental arrest," we can begin to understand the impact of normal fetal immune development on an infant's health. We have previously shown that ELGANs have fewer CD8 + T cells expressing the inhibitory molecule CD31 and are hyperresponsive when compared with T cells from full-term (FT) infants (7) . In their study, including 26 infants, Gibbons et al. recently identified the neutrophil chemoattractant IL-8 (CXCL8) as a major effector cytokine produced by CD4 + T cells from neonates born ≤30 weeks after conception and that the majority of IL-8 producers coexpressed CD31 (6) . In contrast to the age-dependent T cell CD31 expression found at birth in our own study, authors did not detect an association between IL-8 producers and GA. In their study, increased IL-8 + T cells were detected in 4 infants with active infection. While there is evidence that elevated plasma IL-8 associates with illness severity in FT infants infected with respiratory viruses, this relationship is not well supported in premature infants (8) . However, the link between an infant's clinical outcome and their unique immunophenotype has yet to be established. It may be that CD31 + T cell-associated effector cytokines in neonates contribute to inflammatory conditions in ELGANs, as is seen in adult diseases (9, 10) . It is equally possible that the innate-like response from naive CD31 + T cells is protective in neonates who have insufficient passive immunity from maternal antibody, as is the case with ELGANs (11). To date, there are no published studies in humans that summarize major features of fetal T cell development while addressing whether or not such features have any measurable effect on infant health outcomes.
The main objective of this study was to understand the relationship between fetal T cell development and postnatal lung disease. We followed a birth cohort of 157 infants, ranging from 23 weeks to 42 weeks postmenstrual age at birth, recruited to the Prematurity and Respiratory Outcomes Program (PROP) at the University of Rochester Medical Center and Children's Hospital of Buffalo (12) . A smaller number of umbilical cord blood samples from a second, independent cohort of 167 infants (23-42 weeks) recruited at the University of Rochester through the ongoing, longitudinal Prematurity, Respiratory, Immune System and Microbiomes (PRISM) study were used for CD31-dependent cytokine function experiments. Phenotyped T cells at birth, at term-equivalent corrected GA (teCGA), and at 12-months corrected age were correlated with a PROP-validated composite outcome for respiratory morbidity at 12 months (13) . teCGA represents the age at which the preterm (PT) infants attained sufficient physiologic stability for discharge to home. teCGA expressed as postmenstrual age, or GA in weeks at birth plus postnatal weeks, occurs in a range from 36 to 42 weeks and can be used to approximate the maturity at birth and discharge of the FT born infants. teCGA, therefore, is a useful time point to assess postnatal immune maturation and compare to that observed in a healthy infant born at term gestation. Results from this large birth cohort will show that mid to late human gestation marks a critical period of continued lymphocyte development, during which accretion of CD31 + IL-8 + recent thymic emigrants (RTEs) occurs. ELGANs who failed to achieve an age-appropriate T cell phenotype by teCGA were at greater risk for respiratory morbidity in their first year after NICU discharge. Data presented in the study challenge the field to reconsider the core belief that the neonatal adaptive immune system is in a state of deficiency; rather, neonatal T cells may be uniquely suited to manage the transformation from fetus to newborn.
Results

Patient demographics.
A total of 277 infants were enrolled in the PROP study at the University of Rochester and the State University of New York at Buffalo. 233 completed follow-up and were assessed for evidence of chronic respiratory morbidity. 122 PT subjects were between the ages of 23 0/7 and 28 6/7 weeks at birth, 83 were between 29 0/7 and 35 6/7 weeks, and 28 subjects were healthy FT infants (greater than 36 6/7 weeks at birth). The outcome of chronic respiratory morbidity was based on the previously published postprematurity respiratory disease (PRD) composite PROP outcome (14) . PRD was defined by either (a) death due to cardiac or respiratory failure or (b) positive responses on at least 2 of 4 quarterly surveys after discharge in at least one of the following domains: (a) respiratory hospitalization, (b) respiratory medications (bronchodilator, methylxanthine, diuretic, leukotriene receptor antagonist, pulmonary vasodilator), (c) respiratory symptoms (wheezing > once per week per parents, wheezing diagnosed by a doctor, or cough without cold), or (d) home respiratory support (oxygen, continuous positive airway pressure [CPAP] , ventilator/tracheostomy).
Subjects were divided into two age cohorts, <29 weeks (ELGANs) and ≥29 weeks, in order define a "fetal" immunophenotype and to enrich the younger cohort with patients for whom prediction of outcome is the most difficult based on clinical factors alone. Demographics for ELGANs and subjects born ≥29 weeks are shown in Supplemental Table 1 (supplemental material available online with this  article; https://doi.org/10.1172/jci.insight.96724DS1). Sex, race, and ethnicity were similar between the younger and older cohorts. ELGANs had lower birth weights, less frequent preeclampsia, and higher rates of infection (funisitis, culture-positive sepsis, or necrotizing enterocolitis). Of the 233 subjects with adequate survey follow-up through 1-year corrected age, blood sampling at teCGA and respiratory outcome were sufficient for T cell phenotyping in 68% of subjects (85 and 72 subjects from the ELGANs and ≥29-week cohorts, respectively) ( Figure 1 ). 69 subjects had sufficient samples from all 3 time points for longitudinal T cell analysis. Blood samples from a second independent cohort of 21 ELGANs, 56 PT infants born ≥29 weeks, and 90 FT infants recruited to date through the PRISM study at the University of Rochester were used for validation of the main study findings related to immune development and for follow-up in vitro stimulation experiments. CD31 + CD4 + T cells increase with GA and are higher in females. Our previously published study investigating CD8 + T cell function in PT infants revealed that CD31 expression on CD8 + T cells was highly dependent on GA at birth (7), suggesting an age-dependent maturation of the naive T cell compartment during the last trimester of fetal immune development. Detailed flow cytometry staining panels are available in Supplemental Figure 2A ). There was no significant difference in absolute CD4 + T cell events based on age group, but ELGANs had a greater absolute number of CD31 -CD4 + T cell events at birth compared with the older cohort (P < 0.01, Figure 2B ). A strong direct correlation existed between the proportion of CD31 + CD4 + T cells and GA at birth (r = 0.49, P < 0.0001, Figure 2C ). A similar relationship was found at teCGA (r = 0.25, P < 0.001). By 12-months corrected GA (CGA), CD31 + CD4 + T cell frequencies were similar across birth age cohorts. Dichotomizing CGA at birth as <29 weeks or ≥29 weeks showed significant differences in CD31 + CD4 + T cell events at birth and teCGA. Differences lessened by teCGA time point and were not significant by 12 month ( Figure  2D ). These results suggest that neonates born earlier in fetal development have an expanded number and proportion of CD31 -CD4 + T cells but the balance of CD31 + and CD31 -cells normalizes later in infancy. Clinical factors that associate with both CD31 and GA in the ELGAN cohort were next determined (Supplemental Table 3 ). Lower CD31 +
CD4
+ T cell frequency (less than median of 60%) at teCGA was highly associated with male sex (P < 0.0001) in both age cohorts and modestly with preeclampsia (P < 0.05) in ELGANs. Males had significantly lower levels of CD31 + CD4
+ T cells at all time points, including at 12 months, for all age 
CD31
+ T cell frequencies and prediction of ELGANS respiratory outcome at 1 year. In human adults and mouse models, loss of CD31 expression on CD4 + T cells causes immune dysregulation and inflammatory diseases (10, 15) . It is conceivable, therefore, that low CD31 expression similarly associates with later inflammation-mediated respiratory morbidity in ELGANs. Predicting respiratory morbidity after NICU discharge in ELGANs based on clinical factors alone has been challenging, and a biomarker would be very useful in improving the surveillance and management of high-risk ELGANs. Utilizing the PROP 1-year respiratory outcomes data, we therefore compared the relative strength of CD31 + T cell balance at birth and at term-equivalent age with clinical risk factors in predicting after PRD outcome in ELGANs.
We first tested the association between commonly associated risk factors with the outcome of PRD across GA cohorts. Consistent with published disease demographics in the PROP study (13) , PRD was documented in 71% (CI = 61.6-78.4) of ELGANs and 39% (CI = 29.6-48.5) of subjects ≥29 weeks (Supplemental Table 4 ). When including all birth age cohorts, the strongest predictor for PRD was younger GA at birth (P < 0.0001), with an AUC of 0.72. Dichotomizing at >29 weeks and <29 weeks of GA alone predicted PRD with a sensitivity of 66.7% (CI = 57.8-74.7) and specificity of 65.4% (CI = 55.4-74.5). + CD4 + T cells for infants born <29 or ≥29 weeks and (E) males or females for each time point tested (**P < 0.01, ****P < 0.0001, Wilcoxon rank-sum or Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-rank test). tCGA, term-corrected gestational age.
However, when restricting analysis to ELGANs, GA was no longer useful for risk stratification (AUC = 0.51, P = 0.71). This suggests that unmeasured variables beyond low GA at birth effect respiratory outcome within the high-risk population of ELGANs.
We next examined clinical exposures that are known to increase respiratory morbidity in premature infants (Supplemental Table 3 ). In the ELGANs, PRD was associated with greater oxygen exposure at both 7 and 14 days of life (P = 0.03) and need for postnatal steroids (P = 0.008). Interestingly, the intermediate outcome of bronchopulmonary dysplasia (BPD), pulmonary morbidity diagnosed at 36 weeks CGA (often + T cell frequency of <60% at teCGA (dotted line), and odds ratio for developing PRD, given low CD31 frequency adjusted for listed clinical variable (solid line). NEC, necrotizing enterocolitis.
used as a predictor of chronic respiratory morbidity) (13), did not strongly predict the 12-month outcome of PRD (P = 0.07) in our local PROP cohort. Although large epidemiologic studies have shown that males are at higher risk for BPD and respiratory symptoms in the first year (16), our results did not show a significant association between male sex and PRD in our smaller ELGANs age cohort.
Few clinical variables associated with risk for long-term morbidity in ELGANs, prompting further consideration of alternative biomarkers, such as CD31, for PRD prediction. Due to the strength of GA as a risk factor for PRD across all age cohorts, outcome prediction was not improved by including CD31 + CD4 + T cells, when including all infants >23 weeks of gestation at birth. However, when we focused the analysis on ELGANs, in whom PRD was not predicted by GA alone, dichotomization of CD31 + CD4 + T cells at teCGA to less than or greater than 60% of CD4 + cells identified risk more strongly than did GA (OR = 3.54 and 1.10 for CD31 and GA, respectively) ( Figure 3A ). CD31 + CD4 + T cells <60% at NICU discharge (teCGA) substantially improved the PRD AUC when compared with GA in ELGANs (0.69 and 0.51, respectively [AUC of 1 is considered perfect, greater than 0.80 is considered diagnostic]). Overall, CD31 + CD4 + T cells <60% at teCGA predicted PRD with 67% sensitivity and 64% specificity. Although CD31 + CD4 + T cell frequency was strongly associated with GA at birth, sampling results at the time of birth did not predict outcome.
To test the independent relationship between CD31 and PRD, we controlled for multiple clinical exposures associated with risk for PRD. ELGANs with CD31 + CD4 + T cell frequencies <60% at teCGA remained at 3.5-fold higher risk for PRD compared with those with >60% CD31 + CD4 + T cells ( Figure 3B , P = 0.01 [CI = 1.33-9.44]). Clinical exposures that commonly associate with PRD in ELGANs were distinct from those associated with low CD31 (GA, preeclampsia) (Supplemental Table 3 ). Moreover, clinical predictors (oxygen exposure and postnatal steroids) were no longer significantly correlated with the outcome of PRD when adjusting for low levels of CD31 + CD4 + T cells. Exogenous influences on PRD outcome in ELGANs are therefore independent from those that relate to low levels of CD31 + CD4 + T cells at teCGA. Together, this shows that ELGANs and males are born with lower levels of CD31 + CD4 + T cells, but ELGANs, regardless of sex, with a persistent "fetal-like" low CD31 + CD4 + T cell immunophenotype at teCGA, are at a significantly higher risk for chronic respiratory morbidity after hospital discharge.
Naive CD31 + T cells are enriched for RTEs. Previous studies have shown enrichment for RTEs in CD31 + CD4
+ T cell populations in older pediatric subjects (17, 18) . Infants born premature have lower circulating RTEs compared with those born at term, but this tends to equalize by the time they reach term equivalent age. Persistent low levels of CD31 + CD4
+ T cells in ELGANs measured at teCGA therefore may reflect diminished thymic function in a subset of those otherwise well-appearing, discharge-ready patients. To test the hypothesis that CD31 identifies a naive T cell population enriched for RTEs at birth in our cohort, we quantified T cell excision circle (TREC) content in isolated cord blood from a subset of 5 neonates ranging from 32 to 40 weeks of gestation. Naive T cells were then isolated further separated into CD31 + and CD31 -fractions using magnetic bead separation. TREC content, which marks RTEs (19) , was then compared between the two subpopulations. TREC content was significantly higher in the CD31 + naive T cell fraction when compared with naive CD31 -T cells (P < 0.001), supporting our hypothesis that CD31 is a marker of recent thymic egress in umbilical cord naive CD4 + T cells (Figure 4 ). + and CD31 -naive T cells and is expressed in above graph normalized to β-actin. Each black square pair connected by lines represents a single-matched UCB sample from a neonatal subject, and the white square outlined in gray shows the result from a representative healthy adult donor (***P < 0.001, paired t test). (10, 15) . However, it is not known what properties favor their enrichment at younger GAs or if there are specific functional differences in CD31 + and CD31 -T cells that confer protection or harm, respectively, to a naive neonatal host. We therefore focused our examination of neonatal CD31 + / CD31 -T cell characteristics on those markers related to differentiation, peripheral homeostasis, and effector function. Representative flow plots with CD31 marker costaining can be found in Supplemental Figure 1 . , term-equivalent corrected gestational age (teCGA, gray), and adult (white); dots represent individual subjects (*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01,***P < 0.001, ****P < 0.0001, 2-way ANOVA).
Neonatal
CD45RO coexpression on CD31
-CD4 + T cells would suggest that CD31 -T cell enrichment in ELGANs could be explained by antigen-induced memory or effector differentiation in vivo related to perinatal exposures. Against this hypothesis, we found no significant differences in CD45RO coexpression patterns on neonatal CD31
+ and CD31 -CD4 + T cells between the birth time point and teCGA ( Figure 5, A + events. These data show that increased proliferation in CD4 + T cells from newborns is not accompanied by greater memory differentiation or cell exhaustion.
Reduced CD31-expressing CD4 + T cells in newborns could alternatively occur as a result of more robust homeostatic cytokine-stimulated proliferation in the rapidly growing fetus. Greater expression of CD127 (IL-7rα) and CD215 (IL-15rα), which play a central role in the peripheral maintenance of naive and memory CD4 + T cells, respectively (20, 21) , at younger GAs could simultaneously support proliferation and maintenance of T cells in a naive state during homeostatic expansion (22) . To test age-and T cell subpopulation-related niche-sensing capacity in neonatal T cells, we compared CD127 and CD215 expression on CD31
+ and CD31 -events across time points and newborn age cohorts ( Figure 5 , C and D). Neonatal CD4 + T cells expressed higher CD127 at birth and at teCGA compared with adults (P < 0.0001). CD215 + events were similarly low in both CD31 + and CD31 -subpopulations across time points and age. To determine age-and cell-based differences in receptor expression among neonates, we next performed subject-matched phenotype comparisons between CD31 + and CD31 -CD4 + T cells within and across age cohorts. Ki67 + events from both CD31 + and CD31 -fractions were greater in the ELGAN cohort (P < 0.0001), indicating more basal proliferation in their naive CD31 -CD4 + T cells. Basal Ki67 + events were higher in CD31 -CD4 + T cells from all infants when compared within subject CD31 + events (P < 0.001). We speculated that, due to their higher rate of proliferation, CD31
-CD4 + T cells in ELGANs would also have higher CD45RO expression compared with the older newborn cohort. Contrary to this + to CD31 -T cell expression of (A) Ki67, (B) CD45RO, (C) CD127, and (D) CD215. Light gray lines indicate subjects born <29 weeks and dark indicates subjects born ≥29 weeks (*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01,***P < 0.001, ****P < 0.0001, Wilcoxon matched-pairs signedrank test).
prediction, CD45RO
+ T cells, both CD31 + and CD31 -, were lower in ELGANs compared with in those ≥29 weeks (P < 0.01 and P < 0.05, respectively) ( Figure 6 ). Both CD127 + and CD215 + events were more frequent in the CD31 -fraction (P < 0.0001), but there were no age-based differences across newborn cohorts in either CD215 + or CD127 + CD4 + T cells. Together, these data suggest that both CD31 + and CD31 -CD4 + T cells in newborns, and ELGANs in particular, exhibit higher basal proliferation compared with adults, but there is no evidence for associated memory differentiation or cell exhaustion in either cell fraction. While newborn T cells express significantly higher homeostatic cytokine receptors compared with adults, the observed enrichment of CD31 -CD4 + T cells in ELGANs is not due to differences in homeostatic cytokine receptor expression.
CD31 expression identifies CD4 + T cell subsets with unique functional capacities in neonates. Homeostatic expansion of naive CD4
+ T cells is accompanied by changes in effector function, including the gain of TNF-α production (23) . Differences in effector potential based on fetal homeostatic proliferation may negatively effect ELGAN health by enhancing or dysregulating their inflammatory responses. We therefore determined if developmental changes in CD31 expression were accompanied by predictable effector functions at varying GAs at birth. In the PRISM study birth cohort of 76 PT (21 ELGANs) and 100 FT infants, we measured T cell intracellular cytokines following in vitro stimulation of cord blood mononuclear cells with staphylococcal enterotoxin B (SEB), a superantigen (staining panel 2, Supplemental Table 2 ). The predominant cytokines measured by flow cytometry produced in infant T cells were TNF-α, IL-8, and IL-2; IL-10, IL-17, IL-4, and IFN-γ detection was negligible in both age cohorts until the 12-month time point (Supplemental Figure 2) . There was a strong positive correlation at birth between GA at birth and IL-8 +
CD4
+ T cells, and a negative correlation existed between TNF-α + as well as TNF-α/IL-2 double-positive events and GA (r = 0.58, -0.39, -0.43, respectively) ( Figure 7A) . A similar pattern was found at the teCGA time point but was not present by 12 months of age ( Figure 7B ).
Figure 7. Cytokine profile of T cells varies by gestational age at birth, and trends persist at term-equivalent corrected gestational age. Cytokine-producing CD4 + T cells were detected by flow cytometry following in vitro stimulation with staphylococcal enterotoxin B (SEB). (A) Scatter plots show frequency of cytokine-positive umbilical cord blood CD4 + T cells as a function of gestational age at birth (n = 167, linear regression ± 95% CI). (B) Cytokine/marker-positive CD4
+ T cell frequency or cell population was analyzed as a linear function of gestational age (± 95% CI) at birth (n = 167), teCGA (n = 176), and 12-month (n = 124) sample collection (asterisk color corresponds to same color subpopulation on the graph, **P < 0.01, ****P < 0.0001, Spearman correlation). TeCGA, term-equivalent corrected gestational age.
The age-dependent expression of IL-8 + and TNF-α + mirrored the correlation between CD31 + naive CD4 + subsets and gestation, raising the possibility that CD31 marks cell populations with distinct cytokine functions. We therefore performed in vitro stimulation with SEB to detect and CD31 and cytokine costaining on a remaining subset of cord blood samples (10 PT <32 0/7 weeks and 15 FT ≥37 weeks) (Supplemental Figure 3 and staining panel 3, Supplemental Table 2 ). As expected, the dominant cytokines produced by either the CD31 + or CD31 -subpopulation were TNF-α, IL-8, and IL-2, but CD31 + and CD31 Table 2 ) was performed using the t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE) dimensionality reduction algorithm (FlowJo v.10.2) (24). t-SNE measures the similarity between pairwise points (single cells) in high dimensional space and embeds them into a reduced, visually rich two-dimensional scatter plot in such a way that the local, high dimensional structure of the single-cell data is maintained. Sixteen samples (7 PT <32 0/7 weeks and 9 FT ≥37 weeks) were first manually pregated to remove debris, doublets, and dead cells and to select for a CD3 + (CD56 -CD14 -) T cell population; for each sample, the CD3 + population was downsampled (randomly reduced number of input + CD4 + of either CD31 + (gray circles) or CD31 -(black squares) T cells matched for each subject (*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ****P < 0.0001, Wilcoxon matched-pair signed-rank test). events) to 6,250 events; each downsampled population was then concatenated into a single 100,000 event FCS file. t-SNE was then applied using the following 8 markers: CD4, CD31, CD45RA, CD69, IFN-γ, IL-2, IL-8, and TNF-α. An animated "walk-through" of the resultant local structure, further enriched by PT versus FT sample assignment (focusing on CD69 + CD4 + events), revealed a continuum of events that progressed from TNF-α single-positive/CD31
-to IL-8 single-positive/CD31 + and also reflected an age progression from PT to FT (Figure 9 and Supplemental Video 1). In summary, these age-distinguished results, validated in two independent cohorts, as well as by an unsupervised t-SNE analysis, support a fetal immune trajectory of CD4 + T cells biased toward TNF-α in early gestation with transition to an IL-8 bias in the third trimester, correlating with a developmental gain in CD31 expression.
Discussion
Results of our study establishes a model for fetal T cell development, in which functional and phenotypic changes that occur later in gestation are dependent on the balance of CD31 + and CD31 -CD4 + T cells (model proposed in Figure 10 ). Furthermore, we present compelling evidence supporting a negative clinical effect of arrested fetal immune maturation signified by failure to increase the percentage of CD4 + T cells expressing CD31. Specifically, ELGANs with persistently low levels of CD31 + CD4 + T cells measured at term-corrected age are at over 3.5-fold higher risk for PRD. To our knowledge, this is the first study to associate disruption of age-dependent fetal T cell maturation with long-term morbidity. Though correlative, the + T cell numbers during gestation and after early delivery and are there mechanisms by which perturbations in the developmentally determined CD31 + and CD31 -T cell balance modifies pulmonary risk in ELGANs? There are several potential causes of altered proportions in CD31-expressing CD4 + T cells during development: increased production or expansion of CD31 -CD4 + T cells, decreased production or loss of CD31 + cells, and loss of CD31 molecule at the cell surface. Based on our results, developmental differences in CD31 + and CD31 -T cell proportions are more likely to be secondary to an overall increase in the CD31 -population numbers. Higher Ki67 + and cytokine receptor expression in the CD31 -naive CD4 + T cell fraction as well as an increase in their absolute number in the ELGAN cohort support this. In adults and older children, naive low TREC CD31 -CD4 + T cells are thought to have undergone proliferation and subsequent peripheral maturation after leaving the thymus (25) . The rate of peripheral naive T cell expansion is largely determined by IL-7Rα expression and stromal cell produced IL-7 availability. As T cells increase in number, IL-7 becomes less available and proliferation slows. ELGANS are born immediately following their peak fetal growth velocity, which occurs between 18 and 22 weeks during gestation (26) . This rapidly expanding niche may drive homeostatic T cell expansion, and loss of CD31 expression, in the same way lymphopenia exerts proliferation pressure in a host who has completed their growth.
Although our results support a model of fetal T cell phenotype driven by homeostatic expansion, we cannot exclude the "immune layering" hypothesis, in which the source of CD31 -T cells in ELGANs is a unique liver-derived progenitor population with distinct phenotypic and functional potential. Mold et al. found that fetal liver HSC-derived T cells were more prone to activation and Treg differentiation compared with bone marrow-derived T cells (27, 28) . Consistent with several previous studies (27, (29) (30) (31) , we observed that the putative Treg population was higher at younger GAs at teCGA. However, we did not identify an association (negative or positive) between Tregs and CD31 + CD4 + T cells or between Tregs and clinical outcome (Supplemental Figure 4) . In contrast, we found a functional profile strongly biased toward inflammatory TNF-α + effectors at younger ages. Both Treg and inflammatory T cell differentiation may be effects of the fetal adaptive immune development stage, but they are likely to be independent of one another. Though beyond the scope of our current study, it is also possible that functional defects in Tregs exist at younger GAs. Further studies are necessary to decipher the precise ontogeny and fate of naive CD31 -CD4 + T cells in early PT infants and the interrelationship of suppressors and effectors.
The relationship between CD31 + CD4 + T cells and sex is consistent with that in previous studies showing that thymic emigrants were lower in males compared with females at any given age (32) . Males suffer from more severe respiratory infections and higher rates of prematurity-related lung disease (14, (33) (34) (35) . When controlling for CD31 + CD4
+ T cell frequencies, however, sex did not predict PRD, suggesting that sex-related outcomes may actually be secondary to or better predicted by measurements of immune maturation. The interdependent effects of physiologic stress, sex, and fetal growth velocity on CD31 T cell expression, thymic function, and infant clinical outcomes merit further study.
A theoretical consequence to rapid homeostatic expansion of T cells is a break in immune tolerance, which occurs in lymphopenic hosts with inadequate thymic output (36) . The mechanism linking homeostatic expansion to autoreactivity appears to be dependent on self-antigen exposure (37) . Though our study did not directly test each subject's RTE concentration, T cell CD31 expression did correlate with TREC content and was lower in ELGANs. Consistent with our hypothesis that lower numbers of CD31 + naive CD4 + T cells represent a relative reduction in RTEs in ELGANs, thymic egress is known to be diminished in neonates born prematurely, experiencing physiologic stress, or with high-dose steroid exposure (38) (39) (40) (41) . It is plausible, therefore, that sensitivity to homeostatic expansion in neonatal T cells lowers the threshold for self-reactivity in premature neonates experiencing an abundance of self-antigen exposure from insults such as ventilator-induced lung injury. In fact, in their nonhuman primate model of BPD, Rosen et al.
showed an association among lung injury, diminished thymic egress, increased lung-reactive CD4 + T cells, and accelerated T cell maturation (42) . T cell activation from an abnormal developmental environment during a time of rapid fetal growth and relatively reduced thymic egress may contribute to ELGAN susceptibility to compromised lung function postnatally.
Changes in T cell functional capacity associated with CD31 expression, including the downregulation of IL-8 and licensing of TNF-α in PT infants, could shape the balance between a protective and a pathologic adaptive immune response to primary infection in neonates (25, 43, 44) . In a small study of infants hospitalized with respiratory syncytial virus, former PT infants had low nasal wash IL-8 when compared with FT infants, whereas FT infants with higher IL-8 had higher admission clinical severity scores, though less complicated clinical course (27% and 54% of PT versus 0% and 0% of FT required mechanical ventilation and intensive care unit admission) (8) . Though our primary study did not conduct viral surveillance, our results would suggest that achieving higher numbers of CD31 + CD4
+ T cells producing IL-8 by NICU discharge might protect the ELGAN population against severe illness from respiratory infection. In contrast, CD31 -TNF-α production, which appears to be counterregulated with CD31 + IL-8 in neonatal T cells is likely present during normal fetal development in ELGANs (45) . Autocrine TNF-α signaling may be appropriate during early gestation by maintaining peripherally expanded CD31 -naive subsets through upregulation of IL-7rα, as seen on naive CD31 -CD4 + T cells (46) . In an ex utero setting, however, this survival advantage may favor retention of an inflammatory TNF-α licensed T cell population in ELGANs. While TNF-α can play a positive role during embryogenesis in the sterile fetus, it is more likely to cause harm in an inflammatory postnatal environment (47, 48) , as is supported by many studies showing elevated TNF-α levels in the lungs of infants with BPD (49) . Both IL-8 and TNF-α are considered inflammatory cytokines, however, and their differential effects on PT and FT outcomes is worthy of further investigation.
In addition to varied functional capacity associated with changes in CD31 expression on naive CD4 + T cells, absence of CD31 in itself on CD4 + T cells could contribute to chronic inflammation in ELGANs. CD31 contains two immunoreceptor tyrosine-based inhibitory motifs (ITIMs) on the cytoplasmic tail, which suppresses T cell activation, which is important in shaping a well-regulated, protective immune response. Cleavage of CD31 from the cell surface by metalloprotease enhances TCR signaling but also results in higher activation-induced cell death and decreased memory induction (43, 50) . Reduced T cell inhibitory mechanisms in PT neonates with a low frequency of CD31 + CD4
+ T cells may place them at risk for excessive inflammation during acute infection while biasing against memory differentiation, placing PT infants with low numbers of CD31 + subpopulations at risk for more severe, recurrent respiratory viral infection. If CD31 + cleavage from T cells is found to contribute to PRD in ELGANs, restoration of CD31 signaling at the cell surface represents a therapeutic target to selectively modulate harmful T cell activity and induce protective T cell memory. In fact, investigators have shown that peptide ligation of a truncated CD31 domain remaining on the surface of CD31-cleaved T cells improved T cell regulation and reduced disease burden in an atherosclerosis-prone mouse model (43, 51) .
Our results suggest that CD31 -CD4 + T cells may identify those ELGANs who appear well enough for discharge, but who may be more vulnerable to respiratory complications after discharge (52, 53) . The strength of CD31 at teCGA in ELGANs as a molecular marker exceeds other commonly associated clinical variables for predicting poor respiratory outcome, including oxygen exposure and GA. Infants with low CD31 + CD4
+ T cell counts may benefit from increased surveillance and perhaps more aggressive strategies to prevent respiratory infection until they demonstrate immune maturity. Although further studies are needed to elucidate mechanisms relating low CD31 frequency to outcome, the CD31 signaling pathway is an opportunity for population-specific drug development, targeting a subset of neonatal patients with high inflammatory and infectious disease burden but few therapeutic options. More broadly, our model challenges the accepted paradigm that newborns are merely in a state of immune deficiency. Rather, the last trimester of human gestation may be a critical window during which the adaptive immune system finalizes its preparation for its singular transition in function from in utero development to ex utero protection.
Methods
Study design and subject recruitment. PT subjects between the ages of 23 0/7 and 35 6/7 weeks and healthy FT infants at ages greater than 36 6/7 weeks GA at birth were enrolled into National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute-sponsored (NHLBI-sponsored) PROP at the University of Rochester Medical Center and Women and Children's Hospital of Buffalo between the years of 2011 and 2015. Subjects were excluded for known congenital anomalies or genetic disorders present or suspected, subject nonviability, and maternal HIV or inherited disorders known to affect immune development. NICU admission was an exclusion criterion for FT subjects in order to identify healthy FT comparison controls. Umbilical cord blood samples from a second independent birth cohort, recruited at the University of Rochester for the PRISM study, were used for in vitro experiments and to validate PROP findings. Study clinical data were collected and managed using Research Electronic Data Capture (REDCap) tools (54) .
Outcomes and definitions of clinical variables. Following hospital discharge, phone surveys were completed at 3 and 9 months of age to determine respiratory symptomatology and changes in medical management or condition. The surveys and physical exams were performed by a pediatric pulmonologist at 6 and 12 months. Patients were diagnosed with PRD based on a composite outcome determined by the PROP working group (14) . PRD was diagnosed if subjects died due to cardiac or respiratory failure or if subjects provided a positive response in regard to the following conditions in two or more surveys: (a) respiratory hospitalizations, (b) respiratory medications (bronchodilator, methylxanthine, diuretic, leukotriene receptor antagonist, pulmonary vasodilator), (c) symptoms (wheezing > once per week per parents, wheezing diagnosed by a doctor, and/or cough without cold), and (d) home respiratory support (oxygen, CPAP, ventilator/tracheostomy). Oxygen exposure as AUC at 7 and 14 days was calculated based on methods established by Stevens et al. (55) . We chose to apply the modified Shennan definition for BPD, due to its ability to identify the more severe morbidity at 36 weeks after menstrual age as well as its alignment with the NIH workshop definition of moderate and severe BPD (56, 57) .
Sample processing, stimulation, and preparation for flow cytometry. A detailed protocol for sample collection and experimental procedures can be found in our previously published methods (58) . Briefly, diluted blood was layered over Ficoll-Paque PLUS for isolation of either umbilical cord mononuclear cells or peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs). Cell counts were determined manually using trypan blue exclusion. PBMCs were cryopreserved in freezing media. Samples were thawed and prepared for flow cytometry in batches. To reduce misattribution of batch variation to biological differences, each batch included all time points from a given subject (birth, teCGA, and 12 month) as well as a mix of subjects across age cohorts, to reduce variation due to experimental conditions. PBMC recovery and viability were determined using manual count by trypan blue exclusion assay after RBC lysis. Thawed PBMCs were rested overnight in complete medium prior to in vitro stimulation.
Immunocytochemistry was performed with fluorescently tagged antibodies using a micromethod as previously described (58) . Staining panel details can be found in Supplemental Table 2 . Cells were first stained in PBS with live-dead marker. PBMCs were washed, Fc blocked with 5% normal mouse serum, and then stained in surface antibody cocktail. Cells were permeabilized and Fc blocked again. Cells allocated for intracellular cytokine detection were washed with complete media and plated at 1 × 10 6 to 2 × 10 6 PBMCs/200 μl suspension. SEB (final concentration 2 μg/ml) was added to stimulated wells.
Samples were incubated in humidified air for 2 hours, after which Golgi blockade was performed for an additional 8 hours. Intracellular cytokine staining cocktail was then added. Stained cells were then fixed in 2% paraformaldehyde. Events were collected on an 18-color LSR II using BD FACS Diva software. Fluorescence-minus-one healthy adult donor PBMCs were used for standardization across experiments. Gating was performed manually using Flowjo data analysis software (Tree Star Inc.) (59) . Additional visualization was accomplished using GraphPad Prism. Flow cytometry data were managed and integrated with REDCap clinical data using the Bio-lab Informatics Server (BLIS, University of Rochester Medical Center) system based on the open-source LabKey Server platform (60) .
TREC quantification. Live naive T cells from a subset of umbilical cord blood (UCB) samples were isolated by negative selection. Thawed PBMCs were incubated with annexin V microbeads (Miltenyi, catalog 130-090-201) at a 1:1 dilution with microbeads from a pan T cell isolation kit (Miltenyi, catalog 130-097-095), and unlabeled cells were then collected following magnetic bead column elution per manufacturer's recommendations. Methods adhered to the manufacturer's protocol, with the exception of using 10-μl reactions instead of the recommended 20 μl. Following separation, isolated naive T cells were centrifuged, counted, and resuspended in PBS containing 0.1% BSA and 2 mM EDTA. Live naive CD31 + and CD31 -T cell fractions were then similarly separated using CD31 microbeads (Miltenyi, catalog 130-091-935). Quantification of human TRECs was performed using the MyTREC TREC/Beta Actin Real-time qPCR Assay kit (GenenPlus) following the manufacturer's recommendations. Absolute quantification was determined using standard TREC and β-actin standard curves to generate normalized TREC copies per 1 million cells.
Statistics. Continuous variables were summarized via means (SD) or medians (IQR), graphically displayed via box plots and scatter plots, and tested using the Wilcoxon test and Spearman's rank correlation. Dichotomous variables were summarized via counts and proportions and tested using Fisher's exact test. Two-tailed t tests were applied, and P < 0.05 was considered significant. Logistic regression was used to model PRD as a function of the relative frequency of dichotomized CD31 + CD4
+ T cells at their median of 60%, with and without adjusting for clinical variables, including GA. Logistic regression was also used to model PRD as a function of GA alone, with and without restricting to <29 weeks. Receiver operating characteristic curves were used to nonparametrically compare biomarker performance to GA. Biomarker and clinical data analyses were performed using SAS version 9 for Windows. In vitro laboratory results were analyzed using Graphpad Prism v 6.0 for Mac.
Study approval. All study procedures can be found in the previously published protocol (12) and were approved by the University of Rochester Medical Center and State University of New York at Buffalo Institutional Review Boards. As all enrolled subjects were children, written informed consent was obtained from the appropriate surrogate (parent or guardian) prior to inclusion in the study. Families were approached for consent if there were no known barriers to communication or 1 year follow-up, and enrollment occurred before 7 days of age. 
